eAircraft, our dynamic aircraft familiarization program, is an interactive and multi-media module designed to support aircraft-specific learning content for pilots and technicians.

eAircraft provides users with high definition photorealistic 3D animations for classroom instruction, laboratory practice, student self-study, and evaluation.

**Learning elements include:**
- Exterior Check Learning and Assessment
- Synoptic Systems Training
- Interactive Cockpit Procedures
- Aircraft-Specific Training Manuals

**Features:**
- Single or multiple screen presentation
- Touch screen control
- Web- or LAN-based installation
- Photorealistic 3D animations and audio displays
- Role-based access control

**Value:**
eAircraft, our dynamic aircraft familiarization, is a cost-effective, modern, and interactive training platform designed to enhance individual and group knowledge of complex interrelationships between aircraft systems, which are often difficult to demonstrate on a whiteboard or PowerPoint presentations. This learning tool helps students to learn to react properly to unforeseen and unexpected situations.

**Benefits:**
- Supports operator customization
- Seamless integration with licensing and custom content in the Boeing Learning System
- Supports initial and recurrent flight and maintenance training
- 3D animations and appropriate systems audio help instructors to demonstrate basic physical principles
- Supports instructor-led classroom training and student self-study
- Role-based access control allows students to perform specific tasks appropriate to their training
- Runs on computers, tablets, and networked classroom displays

**Price:**
Contact us for pricing information: TrainingSolutions@boeing.com